Participation conditions for the climbing park Lauschhütte
1. Every participant has to read these terms before entering the climbing park. He/She confirms with

his/her signature that he/she agrees with our rules. Legal guardians have to read these terms carefully
and explain them to the underaged participant prior to the visit. You confirm with your signature the
reading of these terms, the explanation to the underaged participant and your entire acceptance.
2. The employment of the climbing park is connected with ventures and occurs at your own risk. Every

particular user is in charge of complying with our terms. The climbing park is opened for all visitors of
at least 8 years of age and without any kind of illness or mental damage that might endanger the
health of themselves or others. Children younger than 12 years have to climb together with an adult.
Persons influenced by alcohol or drugs are not allowed to enter the park.
3. While using our facilities, participants are not allowed to carry any items which could endanger
themselves or others (jewellery, cell phones, cameras etc).
4. Every participant has to take part in the demonstration of our security instructions before entering
the courses. All instructions or decisions of the operator/trainer are compulsory. Participants can be
barred from the climbing park in case of violations. In this case, the Pro Time GmbH will not liable for
any kind of damage.
5. The provided equipment (helmet, safety belt, safety ropes with carabiners) has to be used as per

instruction of the operator/trainer. The equipment is not portable, cannot be taken off during the
climbing and has to be replaced after 3 hours. During the climbing, the carabiners have to be hook in
the safety rope in the opposite direction (from 2 sides). When reallocating, it is necessary that one of
the security carabiners is always hooked into the safety rope. It is not allowed to hang out both safety
carabiners at the same time. In case of doubt, please call the operator/trainer for support.
6. At most one person is allowed to be on every station. The maximum of 3 persons is permitted to
stay on the platforms at the same time.
7. The management reserves the right to exclude participants which do not comply with the terms.

Furthermore, the management reserves the right to close the park for safety-related reasons (fire,
storm, thunder etc). In this case, there will be no refund of the admission.
8. The Pro Time GmbH is responsible for personal injuries within the legal regulations. For material

damage or financial loss, the company is only liable in cases of intent or gross negligence on behalf of
its statutory agents or assistants.
With my signature, I accept the above-mentioned participation conditions for the use of the climbing
park. Underaged participants need the approval (with signature) of their legal guardians:

First- & Family name: _________________________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________________
Date of birth: ________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
Date / Signature (Legal guardian)

